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Company History
Our company was established in 1962. From that time until the present, the business has been owned and operated

by the Parker family. The Parker family prides itself on building a quality piece of furniture at an affordable price.

The Product
We produce premium upholstery, offering stationary sofas, loveseats, sleepers, sectionals, chairs, and ottomans.

I.  Frames

Our frames are assembled using kiln-dried and engineered hardwoods. Our CNC router technology achieves

the highest level of engineering and precision when producing our frames, even those with angles and curves.

Our CNC router technology also allows Temple to be ultra efficient and quick at customizing frames to suit our

customer’s desires. Each frame features state of the art interlocking design that will last a lifetime; Guaranteed! 

II.  Seat Construction

Our furniture features an 8-Way hand-tied coil spring construction on all pieces. This system, industry wide, is

regarded as the best of all spring systems for upholstered furniture.  The 8-way hand-tied method assures you

the most comfortable and durable seating available in the furniture industry today. Due to frame construction,

our motion furniture uses drop in units.

III.  Sleeper Information (see below for Sleepmaster information)

Innerspring Mattresses (available in all sizes):

Our sleeper mechanism is the Classic Square XL unit by Leggett & Platt. This top quality unit is made of

heavy-gauge, square tubular steel and features a tilt TV-Headrest. The unit is 3 inches longer than most units in

order to accommodate our 75-inch mattress. All sleepers feature a 5½" Deluxe Innerspring mattress with

hypoallergenic padding.  

Mattress Sizes: Queen  60" x 75" x 5½" Twin  41" x 75" x 5½"

 Full  53" x 75" x 5½" Chair   32" x 72" x 5½"  

Hi-leg Styles and Styles #2000 - #2600 Features:

*round tubular steel mechanisms  *mattress is 72" long *all other features are same as above

Air Mattresses (available as Queen, Full, or Chair):

With the convenient easy-to-use hand held remote control pump, inflating and deflating are a breeze. “Air Dream 

Ultra” is 11” of pure comfort that inflates in under one minute. Innovative technology combines spring coil support

with a cushioning layer of air. The touch button firmness adjusts from plush firm to supportive soft feel. The 

mattress deflates easily and quickly for fast storage in the sleep sofa. In no time at all, you’ll be resting comfortably!

Memory Foam Mattresses (available in all sizes):

Our Memory Foam mattresses have the Richfoam as the base core for maximum support. This layer is then  

topped with an Avela viscoelastic layer for superior comfort. We combined it altogether with a .80 oz. CFR 1633

compliant fire barrier inner layer featuring Protech fiber then covered it with a soft cotton stretch fabric. These 

mattresses fold easily into our sleeper mechanism.

IV.  Fabric/Leather Application

Please be advised that we use the spot match technique as the standard for the fabric application on furniture. The

spot match technique simply means that a designated spot on a given print will be centered on all of the main parts 

of any given piece of furniture, such as backs, cushions, inarms, outarms and outbacks. Therefore, the fabric will 

not flow continuously down the front of the furniture or any other parts of the furniture. However, we do offer the 

flowmatch technique for an additional upcharge (see page G). Leather pieces are seamed per industry standards.

Non-seaming is available for an upcharge.
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Other
I.  Sales Aids

All swatches, catalogs, and other sales aid items, whether provided on a no charge basis or at a charge, remain the

property of the manufacturer.

II.  Shipping Terms

F.O.B. Factory

Order Placement / Acknowledgements
In order to expedite the acknowledgement and production of your furniture, we advise that you make notations on   

your order regarding the following:

1.  Quantity Needed 5.  Cushion (if other than standard)

2.  Style Number 6.  Options as offered

3.  Finish 7.  Ship To Address

4.  Fabric, including Pattern Name & Color 8. Means of Shipping (Trucking Company or UPS)

Upon receipt of your acknowledgement, please review for accuracy and notify us IMMEDIATELY of any changes

or corrections. *Note: Your acknowledgement will include an estimated ship date.

Cancellations / Changes
Cancellations and changes may be made to an order at no charge if the order has not yet been scheduled for

production. If you wish to cancel or change an order that has already been scheduled, a restocking fee will

apply. The amount of the fee will depend on your style, fabric and how far along your order is in production.

Dimensions
Overall dimensions are listed under each style in this price list. Other approximate dimensions are listed on individual photos 

in our catalog. PLEASE NOTE that our furniture is hand-assembled piece by piece, by skilled craftsmen, not stamped 

from an assembly line. Our frames and furniture are custom made; therefore dimensions may vary from printed size.

Dimensions are measured as follows:

W (Width) is the widest part of the piece, usually at the outside edge of the arms.

D (Depth) is from the front of the piece to the deepest part of the back including the pitch.

H (Height) is from the floor to the highest part of the back, usually at the top of the back cushion.

SH (Seat Height) is from the floor to the top of the crown of the seat cushion.

SD (Seat Depth) is from the front of the seat cushion to the back cushion or inback if the piece is a tight back. Please note that 

once the piece is sat in, the back cushion will compress and gain from 2”-4” more depending on the weight of the person.  

AH (Arm Height) is from the floor to the top of the arm. If the arm has varying heights, the arm height is based on the front of 

   the arm.

ISW (Inside Seat Width) is from the inside of one arm to the inside of the other arm – full width of the seating area. If the piece 

   is curved the measurement is taken from the middle of the arm.

AH 

W 

ISW 

H 

SH 

SD 

D 
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Treatment Options:

$12 per pillow $24 per pillow

$44 $44 $32

(ONE SIDE ONLY) $16 per pillow

$32

7" x 18" or 8" x 20"

Additional Options:
Bias Welt (Self or Contrast): $24 per pillow

Changing Standard Pillow Size: $12 per pillow

Contrast Throw Pillows (Fabric): No Charge

Contrast Throw Pillows (Leather): See Collage Applications Page

Each Additional Fabric: $12 per pillow

Contrasting Rope

Buttons are Standard

12" x 20" or 15" x 26"

Plain Dual Fabric

No Upcharge

Contrasting Fringe Flanged Edge

Contrasting Welt

per pillow per pillow per pillow

Mitered Button Round (16")

Kidney Cylinder

Buttons are Standard

per pillow for 2 buttons
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Round

(ea.)
(16 x 16) (18 x 18) (20 x 20) (22 x 22) (24 x 24) (26 x 26) (16 x 16) (12 x 20) (15 x 26) (7 x 18) (8 x 20)

1 $68 $72 $76 $80 $84 $88 $84 $72 $84 $90 $98

COM 2 $72 $76 $80 $84 $88 $92 $88 $76 $88 $94 $102

3 $76 $80 $84 $88 $92 $96 $92 $80 $92 $98 $106

4 $80 $84 $88 $92 $96 $100 $96 $84 $96 $102 $110

5 $84 $88 $92 $96 $100 $104 $100 $88 $100 $106 $114

6     $88 $92 $96 $100 $104 $108 $104 $92 $104 $110 $118

7 $92 $96 $100 $104 $108 $112 $108 $96 $108 $114 $122

8 $96 $100 $104 $108 $112 $116 $112 $100 $112 $118 $126

9 $100 $104 $108 $112 $116 $120 $116 $104 $116 $122 $130

10 $104 $108 $112 $116 $120 $124 $120 $108 $120 $126 $134

11 $108 $112 $116 $120 $124 $128 $124 $112 $124 $130 $138

12 $112 $116 $120 $124 $128 $132 $128 $116 $128 $134 $142

13 $116 $120 $124 $128 $132 $136 $132 $120 $132 $138 $146

14 $120 $124 $128 $132 $136 $140 $136 $124 $136 $142 $150

15 $124 $128 $132 $136 $140 $144 $140 $128 $140 $146 $154

16 $128 $132 $136 $140 $144 $148 $144 $132 $144 $150 $158

17 $132 $136 $140 $144 $148 $152 $148 $136 $148 $154 $162

27 $172 $176 $180 $184 $188 $192 $188 $176 $188 $194 $202

54" PLAIN COM (YDS) ¾ ¾ ¾ 1 1 1 ¾ ¾ 1 ¾ 1

Round

(ea.)
(16 x 16) (18 x 18) (20 x 20) (22 x 22) (24 x 24) (26 x 26) (16 x 16) (12 x 20) (15 x 26) (7 x 18) (8 x 20)

L1 - L2 $146 $156 $166 $176 $186 $196 $186 $150 $174 $196 $218

COM L3 - L4 $154 $168 $182 $196 $210 $224 $210 $162 $194 $216 $238

L5 - L6 $162 $180 $198 $216 $234 $252 $234 $174 $214 $236 $258

L7 - L8 $170 $192 $214 $236 $258 $280 $258 $186 $234 $256 $278

L14 $290 $310 $340 $362 $376 $398 $376 $298 $352 $398 $444

           ** LEATHER / FABRIC COMBINATION PILLOW:  $20

Any size pillow may be upgraded to LUXE or SIGNATURE fill for: $30

 ADDITIONAL THROW PILLOWS - LEATHER

Throw (ea.) Kidney 

(ea.)

Cylinder

(ea.)
FABRIC GRADE

less than leather prices listed above.

LEATHER GRADE

Throw (ea.) Kidney Cylinder

(ea.) (ea.)
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Standard Finish Selections:

Standard finish is noted under each individual style.  The following finish selections are available at no charge: 

Brown Sugar Coffee Bean Heirloom Onyx Virginia

Chestnut Espresso Mahogany Putty White Wash

Cider Golden Cherry Mocha Seashell

Cocoa Graphite Natural Urbanite

Specialty Finish Selections:

Specialty finishes are available at no charge where indicated on specific styles throughout this price book.

When a "Specialty" finish is applied to a style with built-in feet, the upcharge is: $110

When a "Specialty" finish is applied to a style with removable feet, the upcharge is: $14 per foot

Specialty Finishes: Antique Distressed Black Midnight

Benjamin Moore Distressed Bombay Mushroom

Bombay Distressed Virginia Old World

Bullion English Silver Dust

City Entura Country Venice

Colony Gold Dust Villa

Colony Dust Harley Vintage White 

Decade Legacy Winston

Acrylic Legs (Call for available sizes.): up charge per leg $110.00

Sofa or Loveseat, Chaise

Rope Sleeper or Twin Sleeper Chair

Skirt $140 $120 $100

Seats (All Welt Lines) $260 $200 $120

Backs (All Welts Lines) $220 $170 $110

Arm Panels $70 $70 $70

Outbacks $140 $100 $90

Fringe

Skirt $180 $140 $120

Seats (All Welt Lines) $310 $240 $140

Backs (All Welts Lines) $280 $240 $140

Arm Panels $100 $100 $100

Outbacks $160 $130 $110

Decorative Trim

Base & Skirts Only $180 $160 $140 $120

N/A

$120

$120

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ottoman

$90

$100

N/A

N/A

ROPE / FRINGE / TRIM
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GRADE PRICE GRADE PRICE

1 $30 10 $90

2 $36 11 $96

3 $42 12 $102

4 $50 13 $110

5 $56 14 $116

6 $62 15 $122

7 $68 16 $128

8 $76 17 $134

9 $84 27 $204

ROPE: $28 per yard

FRINGE: $40 per yard

DECORATIVE TRIM: $40 per yard

GRADE PRICE GRADE PRICE

L1 - L2 $32 L7 - L8 $44

L3 - L4 $36 L14 $64

L5 - L6 $40

SOLD IN FULL AND ½ YARD INCREMENTS ONLY

(WITH MINIMUM 1 YARD ORDER)

Hides will be as close as possible to the requested square footage.

You will be invoiced for the square footage shipped.

Average hide is 45 square feet.

ROPE / FRINGE / TRIM CUT YARDAGE

FABRIC CUT YARDAGE PRICES, PER YARD

SOLD IN FULL AND ½ YARD INCREMENTS ONLY

LEATHER SQUARE FOOTAGE PRICES
 (PER SQUARE FOOT)

SOLD IN FULL HIDE INCREMENTS ONLY
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Air Mattress-placed at time of order Sofa or Sleeper

Loveseat, Chaise or 

Twin Sleeper Chair Ottoman

Air Dream Ultra $380 N/A $380 N/A

Memory Foam $220 $220 $220 N/A

Arm Covers-standard with all upholstered-arm pieces

Extra Arm Covers (pair) $60 $60 $60 N/A

Casters

Front Casters $90 $90 N/A N/A

Front AND Rear Casters $160 $160 $160 $160

Flowmatch $180 $140 $100 $60

Headrest Covers (18½" x 18½") $80 $60 $40 N/A

Nail Head Trim*

Arm Panels (front only) $60 $60 $60 N/A

Base (front & sides) AND Arm Panels $250 $230 $180 N/A

Base ONLY (front only) $130 $110 $60 N/A

Base ONLY (front & sides) $190 $170 $120 N/A

Base ONLY (all the way around) $320 $280 $180 $100

Decorative (front base only) $170 $150 $130 $110

Front Base with Greek Key Design $200 $180 $130 N/A

Inback Rail (top & sides) $150 $130 $110 N/A

Outback (top & sides) $150 $130 $110 N/A

Outside Arm (front & top) $110 $110 $110 N/A

Outside Arm AND Wings $170 $170 $170 N/A

Track Arm Fronts & Top - Double Row $200 $200 $200 N/A

Nail Head Trim (Special Pricing)*

STYLE NAME STYLE NUMBER

Claybourne 25230-115 $155 / $215 w/ dec. trim N/A N/A N/A

Fletcher 15935 N/A N/A $150 N/A

Griffin 18875 / 18873 N/A N/A $240 $150

Ivy / Izzy 14925 / 14925 TC N/A N/A $200 N/A

Patterson 24290 / 24390 / 24490 Series $400 $300 $240 $160

Sassy 5102-100 / 5102-76L/R / 5105 $150 each N/A $200 N/A

Willow 18180-84 $360 $300 $240 N/A

Packaging

Cartons $140 $120 $90 $70

Shrink Wrap To Tray $70 $60 $50 $40

Pattern Matching

Matching Fabric on New Piece to Existing Piece $160 $120 $80 $40

Recliners

Recliner Controls with USB (available) N/A N/A $220 N/A

Recliner Battery Pack N/A N/A $220 N/A

2-Button Silver Control (standard) N/A N/A $220 N/A

Saddle Stitch (Regular or Jumbo) $200 $140 $80 $60

Seats and Backs

Changing Number of Standard Seats $160 $160 N/A N/A

Changing Number of Standard Backs $160 $160 N/A N/A

Sectionals

Finish Bump Side $60 $60 $60 N/A

*Standard Nail Application:  Small Nail Head Trim - applied side by side       Large Nail Head Trim - applied spaced apart
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Option: Sofa

Loveseat, Chaise or 

Lounge Chair Ottoman

Plinth Base $200 $150 $100 $100

Stainless Wedges (Petite Wedge or Wedge) $20 per leg $20 per leg $20 per leg $20 per leg

Welt $200 $150 $100 $50

Option: Sofa or Sleeper

Loveseat, Chaise or 

Twin Sleeper Chair Ottoman
Acrylic Legs (Modern or Wedge) $55 per leg $55 per leg $55 per leg $55 per leg

No Welt on Leather $200 $140 $80 $60

Medium 20" Back $60 $40 $20 N/A

Medium 20" Back (Flex) $120 $80 $40 N/A

Tall 22" Back (Flex Only) $120 $80 $40 N/A

Tufted Back $210 $160 $110 N/A

The following information pertains to both collections:

•You can choose contrasting throw pillows from any fabric in our line. Higher grade contrasting pillows

  are no extra charge.

•Our standard finishes are available at no extra charge. See Page E for specialty finishes.

Tailor Made

Generation You
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LEATHER COLLAGE

Ex: If using L2 & L6, & L2 is >50% of the application, then price at a L2 and add on as below for the L6.

Ex: If using L2 & L6, & L6 is >50% of the application, then price at a L6 ONLY.

LEATHER & FABRIC COLLAGE

Ex: If using L2 and grade 3, and grade 3 is >50% of the application, then price at a grade 3 and add on as below for the L2.

 

L1 - L2 L3 - L4 L5 - L6 L7 - L8 L14

ALL WELTS: SOFA…………………………………… $300 $350 $400 $450 $600

LOVESEAT…………………………….. $240 $290 $340 $390 $540

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $180 $210 $240 $270 $360

OTTOMAN………………...…………… $130 $150 $170 $190 $250

THROW PILLOWS ONLY (EA)………. $100 $110 $120 $130 $160

ARMS: IN ARMS………………………..……… $290 $340 $390 $440 $590

TOP ARMS…………….…….………… $100 $110 $120 $130 $160

ARM PANELS………………...……….. $100 $110 $120 $130 $160

OUT ARMS……………………..……… $180 $190 $200 $210 $240

MISCELLANEOUS: SOFA…………………………………… $190 $220 $250 $280 $370

Seat deck, seat LOVESEAT…………………………….. $130 $160 $190 $220 $310

border, cushion CHAIR ……………………..………….. $100 $120 $140 $160 $220

border, or back OTTOMAN………………...…………… $100 $110 $120 $130 $160

border….(Each)

SEAT CUSHIONS: SOFA…………………………………… $260 $310 $360 $410 $560

TIGHT LOVESEAT…………………………….. $200 $250 $300 $350 $500

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $150 $170 $190 $210 $270

OTTOMAN………………...…………… $150 $170 $190 $210 $270

LOOSE SOFA…………………………………… $390 $440 $490 $540 $690

LOVESEAT…………………………….. $250 $300 $350 $400 $550

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $160 $180 $200 $220 $280

IN BACKS: SOFA…………………………………… $260 $310 $360 $410 $560

TIGHT LOVESEAT…………………………….. $200 $250 $300 $350 $500

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $150 $170 $190 $210 $270

LOOSE SOFA…………………………………… $390 $440 $490 $540 $690

LOVESEAT…………………………….. $250 $300 $350 $400 $550

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $160 $180 $200 $220 $280

OUT BACKS: SOFA…………………………………… $330 $380 $430 $480 $630

LOVESEAT…………………………….. $260 $310 $360 $410 $560

CHAIR ……………………..………….. $200 $220 $240 $260 $320

CONTRAST THROW PILLOWS (EACH): 1/2 FABRIC AND 1/2 LEATHER…….. $120 $130 $140 $150 $180

ALL LEATHER………………...………. $150 $170 $190 $210 $270

FABRIC COLLAGE

When applying two fabrics to the body of any frame, price will be at the higher grade.  When applying more than

two fabrics to the body of any frame, price will be at the highest grade then add for each additional fabric: $60

Options such as fringes, ropes, etc. will be priced at the optional charge and are not part of the above calculations.

COLLAGE APPLICATIONS

PRICE USING THE GRADE OF THE MAJORITY (>50%), THEN UPCHARGE AS BELOW IF NEEDED.   

Ex: If using L2 and grade 3, & L2 is >50% of the application, then price at a L2 ONLY.
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IDENTIFICATION
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1______________ 2 _________ 3 _________ 4 _________ 5 _________ 6 ________

(           ) (           ) (           ) (           ) (           ) (           )

STYLE # ________________________

The Body: (Sofa, Sleeper, The Body:  Ottoman FABRIC NAMES:

      Loveseat, Chaise, & Chair) 1 ___________________________

___In-Back ___Top 2 ___________________________

___Out-Back ___Bottom 3 ___________________________

___In-Arm ___Borders 4 ___________________________

___Out-Arm ___Welt 5 ___________________________

___Arm Panel ___Seat 6 ___________________________

___Seat Rail

___Front Border FRINGE / ROPE:

___Welt A ___________________________

___Self Deck B ___________________________

Seat: Back: Options:

___Top ___Front ___Front [  ] Kick Pleat

___Bottom ___Back ___Side [  ] Front Pleat

___Borders ___Borders ___Back [  ] Front Corner Pleat

___Welt ___Welt ___Block [  ] Front Corner Ruffled

[  ] Full Ruffled

Pillows: [  ] (Pleated Skirt)

Standard Throws:

Size:

_____   1 ___Front 1 ___Back 1 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

_____   2 ___Front 2 ___Back 2 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

_____   3 ___Front 3 ___Back 3 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

_____   4 ___Front 4 ___Back 4 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

_____   5 ___Front 5 ___Back 5 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

_____   6 ___Front 6 ___Back 6 ___Welt/Fringe/Rope

1______________ 2 _________ 3 _________ 4 _________ 5 ________ 6 ________

ABOVE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Cushions: Skirts:

** DO NOT REMOVE THIS PAGE!! *** PLEASE MAKE COPIES AS NEEDED!!!! **
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ALL C.O.M. FABRICS SHOULD BE SENT TO: 102 S 7TH AVE

MAIDEN, NC  28650

Please complete the provided packing list form (page M) and send with your C.O.M. to us in order to insure

proper handling of your order.  Please make copies as needed of the form found in this price book.

PRICE ALL C.O.M. FABRICS AS GRADE 2.

PRICE ALL C.O.M. VINYLS AS GRADE 3.

PRICE ALL C.O.M. LEATHERS AS GRADE 5.

WE INSIST THAT YOU INSPECT FABRIC PRIOR TO SENDING TO OUR C.O.M. DEPT.

C.O.D. DELIVERY OF C.O.M. FABRIC WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED!

Some vertical patterns may require seaming.  See the "Fabric Application" chart below for complete details.

Unless you give us specific instructions, the "lay out" of the fabric will be at our discretion, and any

reworking due to problems in this area must be at your expense.  Please help us to get your order

right the first time.  

C.O.M. ROPE / FRINGE / TRIM

Charges for adding decorative rope, fringe, etc… will be at 1/2 of our standard trim charge.  

These charges may be found in the Rope & Fringe section found on pages C and E of this price book.

In determining the amount of C.O.M. yardage needed, please refer to the chart on the following page.

RAILROAD

FABRIC APPLICATION

UP THE BOLT
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IF HELP IS NEEDED TO CALCULATE COM YARDAGE, PLEASE CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:  We reserve the right to refuse to work with unusually delicate or

otherwise unusual fabrics which, in our estimation, our sewing equipment is not capable of

handling with 100% assurance.  In such cases, we will override our own recommendation ONLY 

when the customer assumes FULL RESPONSIBILITY for any resulting damage to the fabric, 

and / or manufacturing quality problems that result directly from problems that are due to the 

quality of such fabrics.

The COM calculation is an estimated guideline, therefore we can not assume responsibility for any

excess yardage due to various pattern lay out.  We will return excess, if available, upon request.

Base C.O.M. calculation on the following:

     1.  Start with 54" Solid Railroad COM yardage requirement found under the price of your chosen style.

     2.  See chart below to determine additional percentage based on fabric width and largest repeat.

FABRIC Plain Plain 2" - 14" 2" - 14" 15" - 19" 15" - 19" 20" - 27" 20" - 27" 28" - 36" 28" - 36"

WIDTH RR UTB RR UTB RR UTB RR UTB RR UTB

54" 0% 20% 15% 35% 20% 40% 25% 45% 35% 55%

50" 15% 35% 20% 40% 30% 50% 35% 55% 40% 60%

48" 20% 40% 30% 50% 35% 55% 45% 65% 60% 80%

45" 50% 70% 60% 80% 65% 75% 70% 90% 80% 100%

36" 60% 80% 65% 85% 70% 90% 80% 100% 100% 120%

*The above chart is a guideline ONLY. More or less fabric may be needed, depending on other elements of the fabric's design.

     3.  Add 15% if flowmatch is needed.

     4.  Add the following amounts for self decks when using C.O.M.:

Sofa - 2 yds Loveseat - 1½ yds Chair - 1 yd

* Collage COM - Call customer service for yardage.

* Due to various options on our Tailor Made (Design Your Own) program, please call customer service

for yardage requirements.

Mark all COM Fabric as follows: Pillow COM yardage:

     1. Mark front side Pillow Size: Fabric Ydg Req: All Trim:

     2. Mark the direction of the pattern's top 16" ¾ 2

18" ¾ 2½

20" ¾ 2½

22" 1 2½

24" 1 3

26" 1 3

12"x20" ¾ 2

15"x26" 1 2½

16" Round ¾ 3

7"x18" ¾ 1½

8"x20" 1 2
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SEND TO:  TEMPLE, INC. DEALER NAME & ADDRESS: __________________________

 102 South 7th Ave. __________________________

 Maiden, NC 28650 __________________________

C.O.M. FABRIC SAMPLE ATTACHED

Fabric Source:  __________________________________________

Pattern Name & / or Number:  ______________________________

Color & / or Number:  _____________________________________

YARDS:  _______________________ STYLE:   ____________________________

PO #:  _________________________ ACK #:  _____________________________

TAGGED:  ______________________

1 2 3

4 5 6

Additional Notes for Application (example: center motifs, horizontal, vertical or diagonal application)

(SEND COMPLETED COPY OF THIS FORM WITH ALL C.O.M.)

* DO NOT REMOVE THIS PAGE!! *** PLEASE MAKE COPIES AS NEEDED!!!! **

***ATTACH COM SAMPLES FACE SIDE UP***

** DO NOT REMOVE THIS PAGE!! *** PLEASE MAKE COPIES AS NEEDED!!!! **
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Q

ANILINE This is the most natural type of all leather and displays natural marks

 such as healed scars, stretch marks, wrinkles and brands. It does

not have a protective coating nor any treatments that alter the natural

feel of the hide. This type gives it the most buttery texture and silken feel

of all the leather types, however is less resistant to the elements. Aniline

is best used on accent pieces that expect only light to moderate use.

EXOTICS This leather has been tanned and conditioned ranging from embossed 

leathers to hair on hide. It is not protected and each hide is different in

shading and coloring variations. This should be used as a statement of 

luxury and a truly unique piece. It would be great in accent areas such

as ottomans, benches, borders, outside arms and outbacks.

*Hair on Hide colors may differ from swatch due to "natural" coloring.

SEMI-ANILINE This is the most common type of leather. It is a natural hide that is 

coated with a slightly protective topcoat that may contain some 

additional color. You will see some natural markings through the 

topcoat and it can still stain or fade somewhat, but it is more protected

than aniline leather and the color is more uniform. This type of leather 

is the ideal choice for regular use in households.

PROTECTED This type is the least natural and dyed all the way through the hide, but 

the surface is coated with a heavy  protective topcoat that has color

added. This leather is usually buffed or sanded to remove imperfections 

in the hide and then embossed with an artificial grain. The color and

texture tend to be flatter, but it is also the most consistent in color, 

durablity and cleanablity. This leather is the ideal choice for high-energy

family rooms.

Leather Types

imperfections; however, there will be no open scars or holes.

Leather may vary in shading and texture from swatch.

For exact match, cutting approval is required.

*****

Due to leather being a natural resource, it may have scars or

*****
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Crypton:

We have Crypton available for your special orders.  Please contact customer service for pricing.

Care Tips for Fabric:

Cleaning by a professional furniture cleaning service is recommended for all the codes listed below.  To prevent

overall soils, frequent vacuuming or light brushing to remove dirt and grime is also suggested.

Try to maintain at least two feet between your furniture and heating sources.  Prolonged exposure to heat vents

or radiators will cause your fabric fibers, cushions, and wood to dry out and become brittle or warped.

Avoid placing your furniture in direct sunlight.  All materials will fade over time when placed in direct sunlight.

Do not allow house pets to sit on your furniture.  Make sure nearby plants are in drip proof pots and keep foliage

from touching the furniture surface.

Avoid placing newspapers and magazines on the fabric to prevent permanent dye transfer.

Keep your furniture free from dust by vacuuming the surface weekly and rotating the cushions to promote even 

wear.

Blot spills immediately with a clean, white cloth.

Cleaning Codes and Industry Standard Cleaning Methods:

Code "W" Use a water-based or foam cleaning solvent

Code "S" Use a mild, water-free dry cleaning solvent

Code "SW/WS" Use either a water-based cleaning solvent, a dry cleaning solvent

or foam cleaner

Code "X" Vacuum or brush lightly to remove soil

Caution:  Use of water-based or detergent based solvent cleaners may cause excessive shrinking.

Water stains may become permanent.

For fabric care products contact Textile Master at 1-888-825-6551 or www.uniters.com
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Local Repairs

All furniture should be inspected for freight damage and defects upon delivery. Should any problems be found, the factory

should be notified at once. We will then determine the best course of action to be taken. Charges for repairs will not be 

accepted without prior approval from the factory. Freight damage is to be rectified with your freight carrier. Contact

your freight carrier immediately.

Returns and Freight Charges

Written authorization must be obtained from the factory prior to any items being returned. In the event a piece of furniture is

to be returned to Temple, Temple is responsible for the freight to ship the furniture back to our factory from the original ship to

location. It is the customer's responsibility to have the furniture sufficiently wrapped and ready for pick up at the original delivery

address. Once the repair is completed at our factory, the furniture will be returned to the dealer FREIGHT COLLECT. In the

event there is a free astray agreement with the carrier, there will be no freight charges incurred by either party. Temple is not

liable for freight charges to ship replacement items.

Frame

Our frames are constructed of kiln-dried and engineered hardwoods, featuring state of the art interlocking design for maximum

durability. Each frame is guaranteed against warp, breakdown or instability for the LIMITED LIFE of the frame as upholstered in

the original fabric.

Spring

Spring construction and all support of backs and seats, exclusive of cushions, is guaranteed against breaking or significant

slippage for LIMITED LIFE under normal stress.

Seat Cushion

All cushions are warranted as LIMITED LIFE. Frequent turning and fluffing will extend the life of all cushions and fabrics.

In the rare incidence that your cushion(s) needs to be replaced, you must supply the original acknowledgement number. Our

warranty is valid only if the furniture has received normal usage and has not been subjected to abuse. Cushion warranty is 

for the loss of cushion resiliency and not normal flattening or softening of cushions. Softening and flattening of cushions occur

with foam and fibers as a result of regular use and aging and should not be considered manufacturing defects. We are not

liable for freight charges to ship replacement cushions.

Sleeper Mattress and Mechanism

Our deluxe 5½" mattress and its accompanying deluxe folding bed unit have a warranty of FIVE YEARS. There is a LIMITED

THREE YEAR warranty on our Air Dream Ultra mattress.

 - Recliner Mechanism - 3 years

 - Glider & Swivel Mechanism - 2 years

Battery Packs

The motorized mechanism available for our recliners is used in both the two chrome "touch" buttons and the buttons with the

USB charging port. A battery pack is available for these at an upcharge and is guaranteed for ONE YEAR.

Fabric

We offer a full ONE YEAR warranty (starting from the date the order ships from Temple) against wear under normal use and

with proper care. This warranty does not cover fading or pilling, which sometimes occurs with normal use of some fabrics and is

not valid where there is evidence of heavy soiling. We reserve the right to replace only the portion of fabric that is defective. 

Replacement fabrics may vary some in dye-lot from the original fabric. However, we will make every effort to match the dye-lot. 

All claims, within warranty, will be submitted to the fabric mill for evaluation. We will warrant only if the mill states that there is an 

actual fabric defect. Fabric manufacturers will not honor warranties if there is evidence that the furniture was exposed to a pet, 

therefore voiding our fabric warranty. Pets are abrasive to fabric and should not be allowed on your furniture. The fabric warranty is

also null and void if the fabric is improperly cleaned. Care of the fabric is important. Cleaning by a professional furniture cleaning

service only is recommended for all our fabrics. To prevent overall soil, frequent vacuuming or light brushing to remove dust and

grime is also suggested. It is imperative that the seat cushions be turned twice monthly to get maximum wear from both the fabric

and the cushioning.  

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT TREATMENT OF THE FABRIC WITH ANY KIND OF STAIN REPELLANT,

    OR ANY AFTER MARKET CHEMICAL TREATMENT VOIDS OUR FABRIC WARRANTY.
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